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On the auspicious occasion of Teachers Day, the teaching community 
steps back from their hectic schedule, to revel in the adulation and 
adoration of children and to think of all the great teachers of the world. 
The student community pay heartfelt tribute to their teachers, draw 
inspiration from them and express their gratitude to the most noble 
profession of teaching.

DMCS Banaswadi witnessed one of the most exhilarating and energised 
Teachers Day Celebrations. The teachers looking graceful in their 
attires were told to assemble in the ground and take their respective 
seats to witness the bonanza of  programmes. The programme 
commenced with paying Floral Tributes to Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan 
by DMCS School Director - Ms. Vrinda Coutinho accompanied by 
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DMCS TEACHERS DAY 2022 CELEBRATIONS 

DMCS  
Student Council Members

Teachers’ Day was observed on 5th September 2022, at DMCS 
Vidyaranyapura in the School Auditorium. The celebration began with 
the Morning Assembly wherein the students recited a special poem to 
mark the day. DMCS School Director - Ms. Vrinda Coutinho graced the 
occasion with her elegant presence. She was accompanied by DMCS 
Vidyaranyapura Principal – Ms. Balasundari R. and Vice Principal -  
Ms. Roopalakshmi. All the teachers were seated in the auditorium after 
the ribbon cutting ceremony by the School Director. The Student Council 

DMCS Banaswadi Principal – Ms. Vinetha David and Vice Principals -  
Ms. Madhurima Srivastava and Mr. Bhuwan Chandra. It was followed 
by the beautiful rendition of DMCS School Anthem. A well-articulated 
Welcome Address was given and subsequently the significance of 
Teachers Day was shared with the excited audience. Melodious 
songs, dazzling dance performances were thoroughly enjoyed by one 
and all. Beat Boxing, Fusion Folk Dance and an effervescent Fashion 

A life of joy and happiness is possible only on the basis of knowledge and science.
 – Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan
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members had taken charge of 
conducting the proceedings. Their 
enthusiasm and organisational 
skills  were praiseworthy indeed.  
The hall was tastefully decorated 
for the occasion and floral tributes 
were paid to Dr. S. Radhakrishnan. 
Songs, Keyboard Performance and 
dance performances were the 
key highlights of the programme.  
It was a beautiful day wherein 
everyone cherished the fact 
that the day is marked with an 
outpouring of love and affection 
from our dear students making this 
noble profession so worthwhile.

Show were hugely applauded by the 
beaming teachers. A heartfelt Vote of 
Thanks and playing of the National 
Anthem brought the celebrations to a  
brilliant closure. 

We reminisce one of the most 
beautiful quotes given by  Dr. Sarvepalli 
Radhakrishnan - The end-product of 
education should be a free creative 
man, who can battle against historical 
circumstances and adversities  
of nature.
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Not so long ago, we used to depend solely on 
books, magazines and newspapers for gaining 
information or acquiring knowledge. The 
dictionary and the encyclopaedia were our 
constant companions to dive into when we 
needed to find out something. Children enjoyed 
reading comic books in their leisure time.  

However, the current scenario has been 
metamorphosed! Adults and children alike 
depend on the internet for seeking information. 
Each and every bit of information one wants is 
just a click away and for most of us it is far more 
convenient to watch a video clip than to browse 
through a book. 

our thinking ability is enhanced and we draw 
inspiration from our favourite characters.  
Reading is essential for those who seek to rise 
above the ordinary. My dear friends, always 
remember that writing is a corollary to reading 
and reading is the best way to learn how to 
write. 

To conclude, we as teachers and parents have a 
greater responsibility to encourage our children 
to read more and keep the reading habit alive.

My Reading Encounters

Technology has bestowed us  
with great advantages 
but needless to say that- 
nothing can replace the  
joys and benefits of 
reading a good book.

Books are a rich source of information  
and knowledge and can play a vital 
role in the overall well-being of 
an individual. No one who has the 
reading habit will ever feel lonely or 
bored. Reading is also vital for success 
in academics and in our careers. Reading 
broadens our horizons and gives depth 
to our knowledge. Reading improves our 
vocabulary and thereby helps develop 
our communication skills. While reading, 
we come across different genres and styles 
which enrich us. Reading a good book also 
acts as a stress-buster. Our mind is relaxed, 

Ms. Chandravathi  
Librarian - DMCS Vidyaranyapura

Happy Reading!Happy Reading!
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World Literacy Day – 8World Literacy Day – 8

thth

 September 2022 September 2022

World Photography Day- 20th August- 2022

Hindi Diwas- 14th September, 2022

DMCS celebrated World Photography 
Day with great enthusiasm and 
jollity. The main Speaker for the day 
was Ms. Kokila Vani M. - DMCS 
School Librarian. The significance 
of World Photography Day was  
beautifully explained in the Special 
Assembly. A theme based skit and 
talk show made the audience more 

aware and excited about the realm of photography. 
The speaker of the day Ms. Kokila informed the 
audience about the significance of the day and 
how cameras and photography documentation are 
memorable moments for a lifetime. She conveyed 
that photography is a medium that has a universal 
value. She interacted with students with a rapid 
round of questions which was well – received by the 
excited student fraternity.

DMCS Vidyaranyapura observed the World Literacy Day 
on 8th September 2022, with great earnestness. The word 
‘Literacy’ was explained in more elaborate terms and a 

Major Events 

DMCS Banaswadi celebrated Hindi Diwas to 
commemorate the day when Hindi was adopted as 
the National Language by the Constituent Assembly 
of India. The significance of the day was explained to 
the audience which was coupled with a theme based 
dance performance. The main Speaker of the day was 
Mr. Bhuwan Chandra who gave a meaningful insight 
about the importance of the language. A theme based 
quiz was also massively enjoyed by the overwhelmed 
audience. The Hindi Diwas celebrations concluded 
with greater knowledge and awareness about Hindi 
as the National Language of India. 

discourse on the significance of the day was delivered.  
A theme based dance performance added to the poignancy 
of the message and lent charm to the programme.
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Hindi  Diwas - 14th September 2022

Engineers’ Day – 15th September 2022

DMCS Vidyaranyapura observed Hindi Diwas on 14th 
September with great fervour. An array of placards and thought 
–provoking speeches by the students marked the occasion. 
Hindi songs were sung with great gusto by the students. They 
also had a recitation of the ‘Dohas’ of Rahim, well-known 
‘Bhakti Poet’, along with a corroborating explanation. The 
whole programme was conducted with utmost sincerity. 

Mallesh K- Std. VII

Engineers’ Day was celebrated at DMCS Vidyaranyapura on 
the 15th of September with great aplomb and preparation. 
The day is observed as the Birth Anniversary of the illustrious 
Engineer - Mokshagundam Visvesvaraya, who received 
the Bharath Ratna award from the Indian government in 
1955. He was also knighted and received the title Sir M. 
Visvesvaraya.

He is among the great architects, who played a crucial role to 
catapult India into the modern era, having constructed several 
dams, reservoirs and hydel power projects. The students 
displayed beautifully crafted placards, spoke about the life 
and achievements of this great visionary and also performed a 
very graceful dance number centred around the theme of his 
achievements to round off the celebration.

Under the umbrella of ‘Staff Welfare and Well - Being’ initiatives the Birthday Buddies for the month of 
August 2022 enjoyed their fun moment of cutting the cake together and sharing the same with their DMCS 
colleagues.

Birthday Buddies  
DMCS Vidyaranyapura

Birthday Buddies DMCS Banaswadi
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Once a fairy gifted a magical goose to a poor family. It laid a golden egg 
every morning. The farmer made money by selling the golden egg in the 
market. He became rich now. The farmer became greedy as he wanted 
more wealth. The farmer thought to cut open the goose and take out 
all the golden eggs at once ! He dreamt of becoming the wealthiest man 
in the village. Without a second thought, the farmer took a knife and 
killed the goose. When he cut open the belly, he didn’t find any eggs ! 
He then realized his mistake and repented for his misdeed.

Moral of the Story:   Greed causes miseries

Arpit Pagiel. C - Std. VI

 Oh! music you are everywhere,
Your guiding is beyond compare.
You are the sweetest of sweets,
In comparison to the honey from honeybees.

You cheer me up when I lie in dismay,
You are there everywhere.
My heart and feet in a rhythm sweet, 
While I listen to your humming tweet.

Oh! music you are everywhere, 
In the sky drumming the clouds to thunder.

DMCS DIARIES
MUSIC IS EVERY WHERE                                       MUSIC IS EVERY WHERE                                       

 The Golden Goose                                                               The Golden Goose                                                              

In the songs which are harmoniously sung,
The tapping of the drum. 

The sweet music of the nightingale,

You hold my back when I am frail.

You make me bawl, you make me laugh 

Will you be my companion on everyone’s behalf.

Oh! music you are everywhere !

Dhruv Guru Prasad - Std IX

Do you know a library, the way it looks,

It has walls with hundred books.

The books are made up of knowledge and wisdom,

Library is a books kingdom.

One book contains one hundred information,

The interesting books are about continents and nation. 

Some books are filled with adventure,

Some books help to build our future.

Some books will have wonderful picture,

In some we learn about nature.

Some books will have activity,

Library is the place where we can develop our creativity.

Even one day I cannot miss this,

What a wonderful place library is.

My Companion- LibraryMy Companion- Library

Rishika V. - Std. VI
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A student walks up to his teacher...

Student: “Miss, would you blame 
someone for something that 
they didn’t do?”

Teacher: “No of course not. I would 
never do that.”

Student: “Good, because I didn’t do 
my homework.”

Why are frogs so happy?

They eat whatever bugs them. 

Jokes Time !
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Metamorphosed- To Transform
Repented - Feel or express sincere regret 
or remorse about one’s wrong doing 
Corroborating- Confirm or give support to 
(a statement, theory, or finding)

Word Maze

Answers

1. Sugar

2.	Onomatopoeia	at	first	glance	looks	like	a	long	word	
and	it	may	seem	to	be	hard	to	pronounce	and	spell.	
But	don’t	let	that	hold	you	back	from	using	this	
literary	device	in	your	writing	–	it’s	actually	a	quite	
basic	concept	and	easy	to	understand.	It’s	not	scary	at	
all,	we	promise!

 Any word that is used to describe and mimic a sound is an 
example of the types of words you would want to use in your 
writing.

Fun and Learn

We at Gems Editorial Board believe that we 
should never stop having fun, how much ever 

we grow ! Life is too short, so let’s enjoy it.

“I am going to keep having fun every day  
I have left, because there is no other way of life.”

– Randy Pausch

The below words have been cherry-picked from 
Gems Magazine - September 2022 Edition. 

Puzzle Time
1) Which is the only word in the English language where  

“su-” makes a “sh” sound?
2) What is Onomatopoeia?

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
When you enter this class room...

You are  explorers. You are important.
You are  loved. You are respected. You are  a friend.

You are  the reason. We are  here!

You are  scientists.
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ADHVIK MENON - IAARAV MENON - V

B.BLESSY - V

LALLITHKRISHNA S.MENON - VI

AADHIL P.S. - V

VEDANTH K.M. - V SMRITHI UMASHANKAR - VI

Dhanya Ganesh Naik - II

SWARA BHOPALE - VNATASHA TRINITY - III

ESHA K. - II

PRASHVITA PRASAD - V

DARSH KULKARNI - I

NABIL AHMED - IX

M.VIRAJ - VI

Creative 
Canvas


